
AN ANALYSIS OF THE GOVERNMENT IN ANCIENT GREECE

The government systems of ancient Greece were varied as the Greeks was a particularly brutal regime, noted for its
summary executions.

Indeed, modern debates over the meaning of Aristotle find him a precursor of or inspiration for a range of
intellectual and political positions: Aristotle as a communitarian MacIntyre vs. Fraser and D. Labor It is
notoriously difficult to estimate the population of Athens or any other Greek city-state in ancient times.
Almost all produce from these estates was turned over to the government and redistributed for sale to the
population. Having defended in his De officiis the kind of tyrannicide that he took the killing of Caesar in 44
BCE to have constituted, and attacked Antony mercilessly in his series of fourteen Philippics the following
year, Cicero was murdered in response by partisans of the then-ruling Triumvirate to which Antony belonged.
For example, Athens employed a publicly owned slave to check coins and guard against counterfeiters. Not
only were the olives cultivated on state-controlled lands by peasant labor, but the oil was extracted by
contracted labor and sold at the retail level by licensed dealers at fixed prices. Both Leslie Kurke and Sitta von
Reden have argued that the advent of a monetized economy employing coinage need not have undermined
traditional values or led to a disembedding of the economy. Lastly, such terms clearly attempt to characterize
the ancient Greek economy as a whole and do not distinguish differences among regions or city-states of
Greece, time periods, or sectors of the economy agriculture, banking, long distance trade, etc. The role of the
statesman rector rei publicae is to aim at the happiness of the citizens, defined in a laxer way than most Greek
philosophers would allow, as wealth, true glory, and virtue all combined. The former tended to be rather
humble, made of unbaked mud brick laid on a stone foundation and covered by a thatched or tiled roof.
Michell, H. The Republic is, with the Laws, an order of magnitude longer than any other Platonic dialogue.
Unlike the ekklesia, the boule met every day and did most of the hands-on work of governance. One
interesting development has been the use of Aristotle to articulate an ethics of capability Nussbaum  The
Ancient Economy. The Finley Model and Its Aftermath At present the most widely accepted model of the
ancient Greek economy is that which was first set forth by Moses Finley in  Whereas other animals have a
single telos defining their nature living the full life of a frog, including reproduction, being the sole telos of
each frog, in the example used by Lear , humans both have a distinctive human natureâ€”arising from the
unique capacity to use language to deliberate about how to act â€” and also share in the divine nature in their
ability to use reason to understand the eternal and intelligible order of the world. Athens even had agreements
with other states in which the latter gave favorable treatment to traders bound for Athens with grain. Many of
the goods traded throughout ancient Greek history were luxury goods, manufactured items, such as jewelry
and finely painted vases, as well as specialty agricultural products like fine wine and honey. Athens had
numerous laws to protect private property rights and had officials and law courts to enforce them. Slaves who
worked in the silver mines of Athens, for example, worked in dangerous conditions in large numbers as many
as 10, at a time and had virtually no contact with their owners that could result in human bonds of affection
they were usually leased out. A review article of Meadows and Shipton, , and Scheidel and von Reden, , that
argues for the mutual compatibility of broad and detailed studies of the ancient Greek and Roman economies.
Heffer,  Hesiod, Works and Days A poem containing advice and attitudes about farming in the early Archaic
period, c B. The Finley model is probably right in general to hold that the essentially consumptive nature of
the economy in the traditional Greek homelands changed little during this time. That human expertise of
statecraft is ultimately distinguished by its knowledge of the correct timing kairos as to when its closest rivals
should be exercised: these are three forms of expertise that in fact corresponded to key political roles, some of
them formal offices, in Greek cities at the time, namely, rhetoric, generalship, and judging Lane , Lane c. Yet
the role of natural law already in the early Stoics, and certainly in later ones, came to support an alternative
horizon for politics on the scale of the cosmos as a whole Laurand  Athens was not particularly concerned with
helping traders and enhancing their profits per se or in obtaining a trade surplus or to protect home produced
goods against imported foreign ones. The Ancient Economy, second edition. Although the field is relatively
new, it has already yielded much new data and promises great things for the future. But although the Ptolemies
also exported wheat and papyrus, for the most part, the economy of Egypt was a closed one. On the other
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hand, by the Classical period a self-sufficient household economy was an ideal that was becoming
increasingly difficult to maintain as the various sectors of economic activity became more specialized, more
impersonal, and more profit oriented as well. Edited by B. Historical methods were also a factor in the debate.
Modern states undertake policies with specifically economic goals, desiring in particular to make their
national economy more productive, to expand or grow, thereby increasing the per capita wealth of the state.


